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LabelLink moves into
shrink sleeves and
digital printing

GILL LOUBSER
revisits WA Stemmet
Consulting for an
update on the group’s
latest investments,
this time in digital
printing and finishing
technology, plus
equipment to produce
shrink sleeves.

THE WA Stemmet Consulting group of companies,
brainchild of Wiaan Stemmet, was established in 2003
to support label manufacturers and distributors.
‘Since 2003, we’ve expanded into a group that caters
for the ever-escalating demands of the modern packaging
world,’ notes Wiaan, whose fast-growing business now
occupies five units in an industrial park in Brackenfell, Cape
Town, in all representing some 1 800m2 of production space.
The group now consists of four highly-complementary
divisions: LabelLink – specialising in self-adhesive flexoprinted labels; DigiLink – digital reel-to-reel printing;
WrapLink – producing shrink sleeves and wraparound labels;
and TechLink – installation and repair of printers
and software.
Having recently upgraded LabelLink’s inspection and
rewinding facilities, Wiaan has now reached even deeper
into his pockets in order to make further significant
investments.
Our last report (April 2017) concerned the commissioning
of an Erhardt+Leimer Nyscan 100% inspection camera
system – supplied by Rotocon – a valuable tool for quality
control in roll-label production. And now the latest
installation news includes a Screen Truepress Jet L350UV
inkjet label press, an Ecoline RDF 340 machine for digital
label converting and finishing, and HCI equipment for shrink
sleeve production – all supplied by Rotocon.
‘These latest investments are allowing us to expand our
portfolio of products, which are marketed via a network of
distributors,’ Wiaan explains.

The Truepress Jet L350UV+ is the most flexible and automated label
production system in its class, while the low-migration Truepress Jet
L350UV+LM system meets all the requirements of food-safe packaging.
Both digital presses improve on industry-recognised high-productivity
rates, and support a wide range of media and applications.

Rotocon’s CEO, Michael Aengenvoort (right), and LabelLink’s
Mike Hadji and Ryno Roodman, who are delighted with the unrivalled
levels of functionality and productivity that the Screen Truepress Jet
L350UV+ has brought to the company’s label production.
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Rotocon Finishing division’s
Ecoline RDF 340 digital label
converting and finishing
machine balances quality
with cost competitiveness
and is custom-built according
to label printers’ needs.
Its UV ink system supports
printing on any media, while
the servo-driven rotary
cutting and laminating unit
finishes reel-to-reel printed
stock to the highest quality
standards.

Unrivalled levels of functionality
The Screen Truepress Jet L350UV+ brings unrivalled levels of
functionality and productivity to label production. Its special
inkjet-head technology ensures both outstanding quality
and throughput. For rich reproduction of colours, LabelLink
has invested in Screen’s latest orange ink. This option, along
with standard CMYK and white inks, results in vivid colours.
In addition, corporate colours that usually require spot
colours can be reproduced with complete accuracy.
Running at speeds up to 60m/min, this latest-generation
digital inkjet press, equipped with a chill drum and a corona
treater, is capable of printing a wide range of self-adhesive
labelstock, plus unsupported film for the sleeve and
wraparound label markets.
Complementing the digital press is a Rotocon Ecoline
RDF 340 for digital label converting and finishing, the fourth
such machine sold in South Africa in the last 12 months.
That Wiaan is delighted with both pieces of equipment is
quite evident!
‘Thanks to the UV ink system, we can print on any media,
while the servo-driven rotary cutting and laminating unit
allows us to finish reel-to-reel printed stock to the highest
quality,’ he confirms with a smile. He’s happy, too, to remark
that Rotocon’s service technicians installed both machines,
trained the operators and are ready to provide after-sales
service when required.
‘Our purchase decision was based primarily on print
quality, printing speed and machine up-time,’ Wiaan
reports. ‘But also important in our entry into digital label
production was local support through Rotocon’s service
technicians. By teaming up with a well-established company
such as Rotocon we’re able to keep up with all the latest
technologies.’

Come and see live
demos of the
Screen L350 UV+LM
at Propak Africa in Hall 7.
(Stands B10, B13 & B14)
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The HCI FP-250 equipment consists of a folding and
sealing unit, operating at speeds up to 300m/min; a
doctoring inspection unit; reel-to-reel servo-driven
inspection units; and a stack-and-cut unit for individual
shrink sleeves.
And now, of course, with the commissioning of the
Screen inkjet press, sleeves and wraparound labels can be
printed either flexographically or digitally, depending on run
length, adding greatly to the company’s flexibility.

The HCI FP-250 glue sealing machine is designed for the centre
seaming of PVC, PS, PET and POF shrink sleeves. Its heavy-duty
frame to support high-speed glueing operations.

To learn more about the ideal solutions to
meet your printing environment needs, visit:
www.rotocon.co.za

